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WHAT IS IT?

ALLWENS Coin is a new cryptocurrency produced by the ALLWENS company on the Ethereum blockchain
with the ERC-20 token standard, only 100 million units.
ALLWENS Coin is distributed free of charge to ALLWENS users, provided that they are included in the binary
system.

WHAT IS IT NOT?

ALLWENS Coin, is not an ICO (Initial Coin Offering).
ALLWENS coin is distributing for free to who subscribe to the binary network in the company. Any shares of
ALLWENS founders or investors are not reserved.

HOW IT IS WORKING?

Users get a certain number of ALLWENS Coins free of charge by using ALLWENS and acquiring new users
by referring to their acquaintances who are interested in cryptocurrency. Users can invite more new users
to ALLWENS, to increase the amount of ALLWENS Coins or they can earn more ALLWENS Coins by
upgrading their subscription packages in the ALLWENS binary system.
ALLWENS provides the distribution of ALLWENS coins to the accounts of users who are members of the
binary system, and when 40% of the total amount of ALLWENS coins in the market is distributed for free
of charge, 50% of the revenue obtained from the coin trading transactions through the ALLWENS platform
is used for removing ALLWENS coins from the market. ALLWENS coin will gain value by removing it.
Users can trade ALLWENS Coin anytime of the year among themselves on the ALLWENS Coin trading
boards to be created, regardless of ALLWENS’ buyback periods.
The ALLWENS Coin Model is based on the principle that ALLWENS Coin gains value as a result of the
increase in the transaction volume with the number of users and the decrease in the amount of coins in
circulation with regular buybacks.
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DISTRIBUTION AND BUYBACK PLAN
ALLWENS Coin distributions to users are made in 2 stages. Each stage starts with the condition that all
ALLWENS Coins in the previous stage have been distributed.

STAGE

1

2

ALLWENS TO BE
DISTRIBUTED PER NEW
USER

THE AWARD ALLWENS TO
BE DISTRIBUTED PER
REFERENCE

COMPETITION AND
BONUS

TOTAL ALLWENS TO BE
DISTRIBUTED WITH NEW
USERS AND REFERENCE*

10.00

1.50

300

30,000,000.00

100.00

15.00

500

1000.00

150.00

1000

5.00

25.00

150

50.00

150.00

250

500.00

300.00

500

10,000,000.00

TABLE 1. ALLWENS COIN DISTRIBUTION PLAN
*40.000.000 ALLWENS Coin will be distributed as part of the marketing budget.

Every month ALLWENS will purchase ALLWENS Coins, corresponding to 50% of their income in each
cryptocurrency after 40% free distribution. The purchase will take place within the relevant month. The
ALLWENS Coins which included to buyback will be destroyed in blockchain network and will be published
the amount on ALLWENS Coin website.

WHAT DOES IT ACHIEVE ALLWENS COIN TO ME?
ALLWENS Coins have been produced in total 100 million units and at the end of each buyback period, the
amount of ALLWENS Coins in circulation will decrease. Purchases will continue at prices to be determined
by users on ALLWENS Coin boards until all ALLWENS Coins are destroyed.
The increase in ALLWENS revenues and the decrease in the amount of ALLWENS Coin in circulation will
ensure that it is a constant driving force on ALLWENS Coin prices. Owning ALLWENS Coin means partnering
to ALLWENS success in both the short and long term.
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ALLWENS WITH ANSWERS
TOTAL HOW MANY ALLWENS COINS WILL BE PRODUCED?
Only 100 million ALLWENS Coin cryptocurrencies will be produced and after reaching this number, no new
ALLWENS Coin will be issued.

AT WHAT PRICE WILL YOU SELL?
ALLWENS Coins are not sold to users for a fee, the amount corresponding to their binary memberships is
distributed free of charge to users until 40% is distributed. On ALLWENS Coin boards, users will be able to
trade at the prices they determine among themselves.

WHO WILL BE DISTRIBUTED?
40 million ALLWENS Coins will be distributed to users who have an active binary subscription on the
platform.
The remaining ALLWENS Coins will be distributed to users through periodic campaigns and competitions.

WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO EVERYONE EQUALLY?
MORE TO THE FIRST USERS;

The distribution method stated in the ALLWENS COIN DISTRIBUTION PLAN will be followed as shown on
the TABLE 1.

WHEN WILL I HAVE MY ALLWENS COINS TO MY ACCOUNT?
It will be automatically distributed by the system to those who subscribe to binary packages and those
who come with their references.

CAN I SEE HOW MANY ALLWENS COIN IS DISTRIBUTED?
Yes, we will publish the current distributed amount and the current stage on the system periodically.

CAN I SEE HOW MUCH ALLWENS COIN I RECEIVE FOR THE USERS I REFERENCE?
Yes, you will be able to monitor how much ALLWENS Coin you have received for each user you refer to in
your user panel.

HOW MUCH ALLWENS COIN WILL YOU BUY DURING THE BUYBACK PERIOD?
We will announce the amount of ALLWENS Coin we will use for the purchase in each buyback period. How
much ALLWENS Coins we can buy will be determined by the prices formed on the trading boards.
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I WANT TO HAVE MORE ALLWENS COIN OWNER, CAN I MAKE BULK PURCHASE AT A SPECIFIC
PRICE?
We do not sell ALLWENS Coin as an exchange since ALLWENS Coin is not an ICO, we distribute it for free.
If you want to have more ALLWENS Coins, you can reference more friends, buy ALLWENS Coins from other
users on ALLWENS Coin trading boards, or participate in prize-winning contests.

WHEN WILL ALLWENS BUY ALLWENS COINS?
ALLWENS will purchase the ALLWENS coins with 50% of the revenue from the trading profits on ALLWENS
platform trading boards. The purchased ALLWENS will be destroyed from the Blockchain network. Regular
purchases will continue as long as there is ALLWENS Coin that has not yet been purchased and destroyed
by ALLWENS. The purchase and disposal process will begin when the 40% distribution is completed.

WILL ALLWENS SET THE CEILING PRICE WHEN BUYING ALLWENS COIN?
ALLWENS Coins will be purchased until 90 million coins, no matter how high the price. The ceiling price
will be set by the last 1-year average price when the last 1 million ALLWENS coin purchasing.

WHICH TYPE OF ORDER WILL BE SET DURING THE BUY-BACK PERIOD?
Purchases will be made by entering orders from both types as the market maker and the market taker.

WHEN SHOULD I SELL MY ALLWENS COINS?
The ALLWENS Coin Model is based on the principle that ALLWENS Coin gains value as a result of the
increase in the transaction volume with the number of users and the decrease in the amount of coins in
circulation with regular buybacks. You can keep your ALLWENS Coins for a long time for more profit, as
well as sell on ALLWENS Coin boards when the market price meets your earning target.

WHAT IS THE ALLWENS COIN DISTRIBUTION DIFFERENT FROM ICO?
ICOs, which have hundreds of examples in the crypto-money market and whose main purpose is crowd
funding, is to sell you the tokens they have produced on the blockchain for a certain price within a certain
calendar and to provide the necessary funds for their projects. Some of the cryptocurrencies produced for
the ICO are reserved for founders and investors, and the rest are sold to users at a specified price. By
purchasing these tokens, you invest in some kind of project by funding.
You can earn profit from your investment if there is success in the token increase or vice-versa you may
lose from your investment.
All ALLWENS Coins will be distributed to its users for free.
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DO ALLWENS COIN DISTRIBUTION AND BUYBACK CONDITIONS CHANGE?
ALLWENS reserves the right to make changes to the ALLWENS Coin distribution and buyback conditions
specified in this document, limited to the realization of the following situations:
•
•

Changing some legal arrangements that will directly affect ALLWENS's cryptocurrency
exchange activities, commission income and accounting operation
If starting with 1st June 2020 until that day was less than 1 million ALLWENS coin.

ALLWENS undertakes to promptly notify its users about the renewed conditions in any of the abovementioned situations.
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ALLWENS CRYPTO-MONEY PURCHASE-SELL PLATFORM
ALLWENS is an online cryptocurrency trading platform established in Australia and developed by ASSET
ASSOCIATES ALLWENS COIN PTY LTD. It has been developed by international engineers who have worked
for years in banking, parity and derivative investment instruments trading platforms, payment systems,
information security, prevention of financial fraud and innovation.
ALLWENS; By analyzing the existing local and global cryptocurrency trading platforms, it has been
implemented with the aim of creating a global platform by adding the binary system to the cryptocurrency
exchange, which will best meet the basic needs of the innovative and cryptocurrency investor.

MARKET MAKER COMMISSION
In the event that your order as a market maker on the ALLWENS platform is fulfilled, it is 0.15% from
this trade. The main feature of a well-functioning market is that the difference between best buying and
best-selling prices is small, and the market offers satisfactory volumes at every price level. Therefore,
market makers who provide liquidity for all kinds of markets are very important. Today, many exchanges
apply the maker-taker model to make liquidity attractive and provide market makers with some
commission advantages.

HEALTHY PROCESSING BOARDS
Orders to ALLWENS trading boards come via the ALLWENS Web interface and are processed in the order
they came for each board. No special priority is applied to any client or channel.
In boards with relatively low market prices such as XRP / USD, the price sensitivity is determined as one
percent of the penny so that the price ranges are much closer, and the users are given the opportunity to
be a market maker in a much wider price range.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
MATCHING ENGINE
On the ALLWENS exchange, for each trading board; There is a matching engine (trade engine) for that
board. This engine works with its own resources in its own isolated environment. Each matching engine is
designed to handle thousands of transactions per second with ease.

INDEPENDENT AND SCALABLE SERVICES
ALLWENS platform is designed as independent and asynchronous structures in microservice architecture.
Each service can expand automatically independently of each other and can be balanced or taken out of
service and maintained.
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CRYPTO-MONEY SECURITY
Your cryptocurrencies that you have entrusted to ALLWENS are stored in our cold wallets that are
accessible at different levels and speeds, taking into account the operational needs. The vast majority of
the crypto money fund is managed by storing it in safe vaults in the form of paper wallets that have never
been used in the network.

SYSTEM AND APPLICATION SECURITY
ALLWENS infrastructure has been created to provide multi-layered protection in accordance with the
security practices recommended by the standards in end-to-end payment systems, banking and general
IT practices. In our server systems established with tightening methods at the highest security standards;
Security patches management, access and configurations audits and vulnerability scans are performed
regularly.
In the ALLWENS system, all your data, including your account information and authentication documents,
are encrypted with high encryption applications and information leakage is prevented.
All system components are isolated from each other and the communication of the system components is
carried out in a controlled manner and protected by TLS.
Trading and transfer transactions are automatically blocked by circuit breaker codes positioned in the
system in case of an anomaly that may occur in the system, in order to prevent system abuse and to
protect funds.
Layered protection systems starting with Cloudflare have been positioned against DDoS attacks and known
attack methods.

CIRCUIT BREAKER
Price movements on the boards are automatically monitored by the system, and in case of high price changes
that may occur in a short period of time, the relevant board is temporarily closed for a short time, preventing
users from being affected by unnatural prices. These types of systems, defined as circuit breakers, are systems
to protect the individual user and can be adjusted according to different trigger values for each board.

ACCOUNT AND DATA SECURITY
As you can access to the ALLWENS platform by your username and password it will must necessarily
activated the 2-step authentication for transaction considered risky in the management of funds. Your
account activities including the login logs will be stored in the system and in any case of suspicion your
account will be suspended for your account and funds security.
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OPERATIONAL SAFETY
ALLWENS employees are regularly informed and trained on information security. Policies regarding the
reporting of security violations and measures to be taken have been prepared.
Data access of ALLWENS employees is limited only to be related to their work. Access to sensitive data
and operation authorizations at ALLWENS require approval from different authorization levels.

CRYPTO-CURRENCY DIVERSITY
During the process of opening a cryptocurrency at ALLWENS, attention is paid to the fact that the
cryptocurrency has a large developer team and user base in the market and has a high liquidity.
Crypto currencies, which are evaluated positively in this framework, will continue to be added to
ALLWENS over time. The cryptocurrencies that will be added initially and planned to be added in the near
future are as follows:
● BTC: Processing will open
● XRP: Processing will open
● ETH: Processing will open
● AWC: Processing opened
● USDT: Processing will open

INCOME ITEMS
COMMISSION FEES
ALLWENS, it applies commission fees at varying rates depending on whether it is a market maker or a
market buyer.
The fee for market buyer is 0.25%, for market maker is 0.15%.

WITHDRAW FEES
The cryptocurrency withdrawals or fiat money withdrawals processing accordingly some fee. These fees
are calculated based on the network base fees and bank transfer fees. The ALLWENS keep its rights to
change these fees at any time.
ALLWENS may ask fee for itself too. (For its own transactions)
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The current commissions and service fees are published on the ALLWENS platform and they could be
change at any time accordingly need. The feed published on 1st June 2020 as:
●
●
●
●

BTC: 4 USD +1.5%
ETH: 2 USD +1%
TRX: 2 USD +0.75%
AWC: 0 USD +0%

EXCHANGE FEATURES PLANNED TO BE ADDED IN THE FUTURE
As ALLWENS, after the development of cryptocurrency and blockchain ecosystems and the
completion of the relevant regulation processes, it is among our primary goals to move traditional
and modern financial instruments to these ecosystems. In this context, the following instruments are
also included in our roadmap for the future:
○
○
○
○

Corporate bonds issued on the blockchain
Listing of regulated ICO tokens
Margin trading
Crypto-currency options and derivatives *

* Company bonds, ICO, crypto-money debt transactions and derivative products that can be given over them are the
areas where we can serve after the relevant regulations are issued.

Easy, fast, reliable Bitcoin and Altcoin Exchange

ASSET ASSOCIATES ALLWENS COIN PTY LTD

Center: 43 Smith St., Darwin City NT 0800, Australia

www.allwens.com
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